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Abstract
Backpropagation, similar to most high-order learning
algorithms, is prone to overfitting. We address this issue by
introducing interactive training (IT), a logical extension to
backpropagation training that employs interaction among
multiple networks. This method is based on the theory that
centralized control is more effective f o r learning in deep
problem spaces in a multi-agent paradigm [ 2 S ] . IT
methods allow networks to work together to form more
complex systems while not restraining their individual
ability to specialize. Lazy training, an implementation of IT
that minimizes misclass$cation error, is presented. Lazy
training discourages overfitting and is conducive to higher
accuracy in multiclass problems than standard
backpropagation. Experiments on a large, real world OCR
data set have shown interactive training to significantly
increase generalization accuracy, from 97.86% to 99.1I %.
These results are supported by theoretical and conceptual
extensions from algorithmic to interactive training models.

2 Related work
Over the last decade, much effort has been put into
developing optimized backpropagation learning models and
algorithms. Techniques, such as Quickprop [ 101 and Rprop
[17], seek to speed up learning by dynamically adjusting
update parameters. Other models are classified as adaptive
learning algorithms, which seek to generate network
topologies that are more suited to learning a given problem
[ 1, 2, 111. Non fully-connected static architectures are also
considered in [9]. These networks have fewer parameters
and are therefore simpler and more efficient than fullyconnected networks yet are able to perform equally well.

2.1 Critique of current training techniques
To generalize well, a learner must have a proper objective
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function. Most learning techniques incorporate an objective
function of minimizing SSE. The validity of using SSE as
an objective function to minimize error relies on the
assumption that sample outputs are offset by inherent
gaussian noise, being normally distributed about a cluster
mean. For learning function approximation of an arbitrary
signal, this presumption often holds.
However, this
assumption is invalid for classification problems, where the
target vectors are class codings (i.e., arbitrary nominal or
boolean values representing designated classes).

Artificial neural networks have received substantial
attention as robust learning models for tasks including
classification [ 181. Much research has gone into improving
their ability to generalize beyond the training data. Many
factors play a role in their ability to learn, including
network topology, learning algorithm, and the nature of the
problem being learned. Often, overfitting the training data,
caused through the use of an inappropriate objective
function, is detrimental to generalization. In this work we
introduce interactive training (IT), a novel environment
wherein multiple networks can be trained simultaneously.
We present lazy training, an implementation of IT with an
objective function that directly minimizes classification
error while discouraging overfitting.
Lazy training
performs markedly better than optimized standard
backpropagation training on a large OCR database,
increasing accuracy from 97.86% to 99.1 1%.
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An overview of related work and discussion of objective
functions is provided in section 2. Interactive training and
the lazy training algorithm are presented in section 3.
Experiments and results are given in section 4. Analysis
and discussion are in section 5. Further work and
conclusions are presented in section 6 .

Cross-entropy (CE) assumes idealized class outputs (i.e.,
target values of zero or one for a sigmoid activation) [I61
and is therefore more appropriate to classification problems.
However, error values using SSE and cross-entropy have
been shown I121 to be inconsistent with ultimate sample
classification accuracy. That is, minimizing CE or SSE is
not necessarily correlated to high recognition rates.
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Numerous experiments in the literature provide examples of
networks that achieve little error on the training set but fail
to achieve the best possible accuracy on test data [ I , 201.
This is due to a variety of reasons, such as overfitting the
data or having an incomplete representation of the data
distribution in the training set. There is an inherent tradeoff
between fitting the (limited) data sample perfectly and
generalizing accurately over the entire population.

2.2 Shortcomings of search methodologies
More fundamentally, the above objective functions provide
mechanisms that do not reflect the true goal of leaming,
which is to achieve high recognition rates on unseen data.
In [ 121, a new objective function, the classification figureof-merit (CFM)is introduced for which minimizing error
remains consistent with increasing classification accuracy.
Networks that use the CFM as their criterion function are
introduced in [I21 and further considered in [6]. They are,
however, also susceptible to overfitting. The question of
how to prevent overfitting is a subtle one. When a network
has many free parameters, not only is learning fast, but
local minima can often be avoided. On the other hand,
networks with few free parameters tend to exhibit better
generalization performance. Determining the appropriate
size network remains an open problem [8].

Classical methods of designing ensembles involve a twostep process, where the networks are first generated
independently, and then combined. It has been proposed in
[23, 241 that learning models that interact with an external
environment (e.g., another learner) have a greater
theoretical power of expression than non-interactive
models. To support this, [25] shows that coupled agents
perform much more efficiently than independent agents at
complex learning tasks.
The paradigm shift from
optimized, but isolated, algorithms to interactive models
reflects the current evolution in the philosophy of the field
of computer science from procedure-oriented to objectoriented languages and single mainframes to networks of
personal computers. Interactive neural network models are
proposed to be superior over independent models. An
introduction to combining neural networks can be found in
[19]. In [13, 141, networks in an ensemble are trained
simultaneously with the inclusion of an additional error
term that encourages negative error correlation among the
networks. This generally provides some improvement.
However, the field of simultaneous learning with neural
nets is largely unexplored.
The interactive method
proposed in section 3 is an original contribution to the
budding field of multi-agent neural network learning.

3 Interactive training method
The problem of overfitting has received much attention in
the literature. Methods of addressing this problem include
using a holdout set to stop training early [22], crossvalidation [3], node pruning [7, 81, and weight decay [26],
among others.
These techniques approach optimal
solutions given the inductive bias of the standard learning
model, but do not consider possible enhancements to the
inductive bias itself. Node pruning seeks to improve
accuracy by simplifying net topology, rather than
alleviating the problems common to larger topologies, for
example.
Methods for overcoming problems in the
inductive bias inherent to training with backpropagation
generally involve forming network ensembles. Ensemble
techniques, such as bagging and boosting [15], or wagging
[4], are more robust than single networks when the errors
among the networks are not positively correlated.

In [5],there is evidence that the size of the weights in a
network plays a more important role to generalization than
the number of nodes. A simpler method of preventing
overfitting is to provide a maximum error tolerance
threshold, d-, which is the smallest absolute output error
to be back-propagated. In other words, no weight update
occurs for a given d-, target value, 5, and network output,
oj, if the absolute error I tj - oj I < dmm. This threshold is
arbitrarily chosen to represent a point at which a sample has
been sufficiently approximated. With an error threshold,
the network is permitted to converge with much smaller
weights [21].

Common ensemble training methods provide for training of
networks separately. Independent training of domainspecific experts is only marginally beneficial to an
ensemble as a whole. The aspect of simultaneous training
has been addressed in part in [13, 141, but does not provide
for overfitting. This work addresses overfitting by applying
lazy training, a conservative form of training, to the
learning process. Its philosophy is similar to CFM.
However, CFM does not prevent weight saturation, which
is often detrimental to accuracy [5]. Lazy training
simultaneously trains all networks in an ensemble, updating
only the weights of nets that endanger the classification
accuracy of the ensemble. This approach allows the model
to relax more conservatively into a solution and discourages
overfitting.
Interactive training (IT) considers the output candidate of
the entire network ensemble during training. For each
sample considered, only those networks that are credited
with classification
errors are updated
through
backpropagation. The result is training without idealized
outputs of 0 and 1, providing a training mechanism that is
reminiscent of constraint satisfaction and reinforcement
learning, where the network learns to interact with its
(changing) environment. As this forces networks to learn
only when explicit evidence is presented that their state is a
detriment to classification accuracy, we have dubbed this
technique lazy training (not to be confused with lazy
learning approaches). Backpropagation training often uses
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an objective function that tends to a saturation of the
weights. That is, it tends to encourage larger weights in an
attempt to output a value approaching 1 or 0. The
ramifications of this will be discussed further in section 5.
Lazy training is biased toward simpler solutions, meaning
smaller weights, even approaching zero, can provide an
acceptable solution.
When networks are trained concurrently, rather than
sequentially as in standard ensembles, they can take
advantage of greater expressive power through interaction
during the training process. Two or more networks can
collaborate together to decide how learning is to proceed at
any given point. More specifically, interaction among
networks allows a dynamic error threshold to be
implemented. That is, when one network presents a
sufficient solution in an area of the problem space, other
networks do not need to work at redundantly modeling the
same local data. Consequently, they are able to specialize
and break a complex problem up into smaller, simpler ones.
This provides for a more conservative form of training that
converges with smaller network weights, hence with less
overfitting and greater generalization accuracy.

3.1 Interactive training topology
Interactive training provides a logical extension of the
standard multi-layer perceptron (MLP). In an MLP, an
input vector fans out to a layer of hidden nodes. The output
of the hidden nodes is consolidated into one or more output
nodes, generally with sigmoid activation functions. With
IT, a similar topology is utilized (see Figure 1). However,
there are three crucial differences in the implementation.

observation
vector

i n p u t units

h i d d e n units

output unit

Figure 1: Interactive training network.
MLP, weights are updated based on how much each node
contributes to the output error. Analogously, the IT model
updates only the weights of nets that contribute to hindering
the classification accuracy of the ensemble. Incorporation
of a novel objective function minimizing the classification
error directly is made possible through the increased
interactive expressiveness of the IT network.
This
approach is formalized in the following algorithm.

3.2 Interactive training algorithm (lazy training)
Let n be the number of MLPs in an IT network. Let oi be
the output of the i~ MLP in the network (1 I i I n, 0 Io I
1). Let T designate the target MLP for a given sample,
where the sample’s target category corresponds to the
MLP. Let OT be the output of the
output class of the
target net. The error, 6 , back-propagated to the output node
of the i* MLP in the network is defined as
-0;

First, rather than being comprised of perceptrons, the
hidden layer of an IT ensemble can be comprised of MLPs.
Each MLP serves to specialize in learning a certain area of
the problem space. For instance, in learning a multi-class
data distribution, each MLP can be responsible for learning
one of the classes.

if i = T A 3 j ( o i > o j ) w h e r e o j + 6 1 z u 51
ifi#TA(o;>o,)
whereOIzLIoj-6
otherwise

where zu and ZL are upper and lower target values and d i s a
small constant. The rate of convergence is partly dependent
on the values used for q, and z,. A zcloser to comparable
output values in the other nets implies less error and will
result in slower, but steadier, convergence than values
closer to 0 or 1.

Second, the output node employs a winner-take-all (WTA)
activation function rather than a sigmoid function. For a
given sample, the feature vector is presented to all MLPs in
the network’s hidden layer. Each MLP sends an output to
the WTA layer. The classification of the sample is
considered correct if an MLP corresponding to the target
output class propagates the highest value to the WTA node
(i.e., the IT network outputs the target classification).

Training of the IT ensemble proceeds at a much different
pace than with standard backpropagation. Training only the
nodes that directly contribute to classification error allows
the model to relax more gradually into a solution, learning
only as much as it needs to and thereby discouraging
overfitting. This approach is reminiscent of training with
an error threshold; however whereas a fixed error threshold
causes training to stop at a pre-specified point, IT
dynamically halts at the first possible point for a given
sample at a given point in time. Weights are updated only
through necessity. After all, a sample can be considered
“learned” with any output value, providing opposing nets
output lower values.

Third, network weights are updated exclusively to minimize
classification error. When the network misclassifies a
sample, credit for the error is assigned to two sources. The
first is the set of MLP nodes that fired higher outputs than
the target MLP (resulting in the WTA node outputting the
wrong class value). The second is the target MLP itself,
which fired too low to have its classification selected. In an
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Additionally, overfitting is minimized in an IT network
because outliers (noisy samples) have minimal detrimental
impact to the decision surface's accuracy. This is because
the target output is only required to output a value that is
negligibly higher than the output representing the
neighboring class (see Figure 2b). This is in contrast to
classical gradient descent training, where hard target values
of 0 and 1 are required (translating to pushing the decision
surface as far away as possible) even for outliers (see
Figure 2a). Hence, in testing, samples close to the outlier
belonging to the competing class (represented by the
question mark) have a much better chance of being
correctly classified.

-0.1

0

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

Target Output - l o p Nontarget Output

Figure 3: Network output error margin after lazy training.

I

Figure 2: Overfit decision surface (a) and lazy-trained
decision surface (b).

3.3 Enlarging the margin
Most often, the highest outputting net, n l , outputs a value
only slightly higher than the second highest-firing network,
n2 (see Figure 3). This is true for correctly classified
samples (above 0 in Figure 3), and also for incorrect ones
(below 0). An error margin, E, can be introduced during
the training process that serves as a confidence buffer
between the outputs of target and non- target networks.
This measure requires oT > ( E + on*) for no error to be
back-propagated. During the training process, E can be
increased gradually and might even be negative to begin
with, not expressly requiring correct classification at first.
This gives the networks time to configure their parameters
in an even more relaxed way. Then E is increased to an
interval sufficient to account for the variance that appears in
the test data, allowing for robust generalization. The value
of E can also remain negative to account for noisy outliers.
At the extreme of E equal to 1, lazy training becomes
standard backpropagation training, with target values of 1.O
and 0.0 for positive and negative samples, respectively.

each MLP contained a single hidden layer comprised of 32
hidden nodes. Weights were initialized to uniform random
values in the range [-0.3,0.3].The same initial weights
were used for each training method. Learning rate was 0.2
and momentum was 0.5. Separately trained networks used
an error threshold (d-) of 0.1. In these tests a TU of 1 and
Q of 0 were used for faster lazy training; Swas 0 and E
was 0.05. Training was halted after 500 epochs.

4.2 Results
Table 1 displays the results of standard SSE backpropagation versus lazy training. Train and Test are the
final training and test set accuracy (above 0.5 for positive
samples, below 0.5 for negative samples for standard
backpropagation, or the target network outputting the
highest value for lazy training) in percent. Train MSE and
Test MSE are the mean squared errors for the training and
test sets at convergence (values in parentheses denote the
mean-squared difference between the top two net outputs).

Table 1: Results on OCR data set.
Method
StandardBP
Lazy Train

I Train I TrainMSE I
I

I

99.28
99.27

I

I

.0047
.203 (.108)

I

I

Test
97.86
99.11

I

I

TestMSlE
.0092

I .241 (.121)

5 Analysis and discussion

4 Experiments
The performance of independent versus interactive training
models has been evaluated on an OCR data corpus
consisting of over 495,000 alphanumeric character samples,
partitioned into roughly 415,000 training samples and
80,000 test samples.

4.1 Parameters
We compared fully connected feed-forward MLPs trained
through standard on-line backpropagation minimizing SSE
against lazy-trained networks. In all experiments presented,

The results show that networks generated through
interactive training have the capability of significantly
improving accuracy from 97.86% for standard
backpropagation training to 99.1 1% for lazy training.
These tests show that, although SSE increased, the amount
of overfitting is sharply reduced (see section 5.3).

5.1 Standard approach
Following a training run on a standard set of networks
without lazy training, winning net outputs on the test set
were distributed as shown in Figure 4. The network fires
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very close to 1.0 on the majority of the samples. Only 35% of the samples lie close to where the decision surface is
located. The weights have been enlarged to the point that
the dividing sigmoidal surface becomes very sharp.
Whereas networks learning separately perform at 99.28%
on the training set, together they only score 97.86% on the
test set.

5

v)

*

5.3 Network complexity

-Incorrect I

I -Correct

At first, it seems counter-intuitive that networks firing only
around 0.5 will generalize so well. Ordinarily, training
networks together allows a classifier to become more
complex, prone to overfitting. According to Occam’s razor,
adding parameters to a network, beyond the smallest correct
solution for a given problem, can be a detriment to the
generalization ability of the network. This is similar to the
claim that a network with higher learning capacity tends to
“memorize” noise in the data, an undesirable trait.

100
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0
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1

Top Output

Figure 4: Network outputs on test set for standard training.
5.2 Lazy training approach
Lazy training produces a distribution quite unlike that seen
in Figure 4. When networks only perform weight updates
to prevent misclassification, the distribution in Figure 5
appears.

I -Correct

0.3

0.4

0.5

-Incorrect I

0.6

0.7

0.8

Observe that training set accuracy is largely preserved on
the test set. Since the networks learn together, their
solutions are highly correlated and their solution transfers
well to unseen data. Error is 58.4% less than with
decoupled networks, presenting a strong case for
centralized training on large, complex data sets.

0.9

l o p output

Figure 5: Network outputs on test set after lazy training.
Instead of pushing the samples to one end of the output
range or the other, the vast majority remains spread out just
slightly above the decision boundary. Sample output
distribution is roughly gaussian, reflecting an actual
gaussian data distribution, with a larger variance than
appears from standard backpropagation, but only a fraction
of the error. This suggests that the decision surface follows
a much gentler slope. Misclassified samples usually have
outputs below 0.5 and are lower than the output for
correctly classified samples in the majority of cases.

Recently, however, it has been illustrated how the number
of nodes in a network is not as influential as the magnitude
of the weights [5]. The topology, rather, serves more as a
mechanism that lends itself to solving of certain problems,
while the weights represent how tightly the network has fit
itself to the (admittedly incomplete) training data
distribution. Network complexity is further defined in I223
as the number of parameters and the capacity to which they
are used in feaming (i.e.. their magnitude). In light of this,
it is understandable why complex networks and lazy
training, which allows networks to have small weights,
perform so well together. Although the IT network has a
high number of parameters, lazy training prevents further
weight updates once samples are correctly classified and
results in low complexity. Hence, the possibility of
overfitting is reduced in the training process.
The networks used in our experiments had 64 inputs, 32
hidden nodes and 1 output node, with 2080 weight
parameters. The rows of Table 2 list the average magnitude
of the weights in a network initialized with uniform random
weights in the range [-0.3,0.3], after standud training, and
after lazy training, respectively. The columns denote the
average of the bias weight on the hidden nodes, bias on the
output node, average weight from input to hidden node, and
from hidden to output node, respectively. The lazy-trained
network has weights that are roughly two to four times
larger than the initial random values, while standard
training produces weights from ten to twenty times larger.
The lazy-trained network is a simpler solution than the
network produced by standard backpropagation training.

Table 2: Average network weights.
Hid Bias
Method
0.16
Initial
Standard 2.21
0.56

201 1

I

Out Bias

Hid Wgt

0.15
4.66
0.02

0.15
1.27
0.31

1

Out Wgt
0.15
6.25
I 0.74

6 Further work and conclusion
More research on modifying the error margin and its effect
on training will be performed. Also, further studies of the
effect of network size on lazy training and classification
accuracy will be done. W e will investigate the effect of
more sophisticated output functions than WTA on IT
networks, such as adding a perceptron or MLP to perform
final classification. W e will explore the advantages of
interactive training techniques over independent learning on
different network models, such as single-output networks
on two-class problems, and multi-output networks (one
output per class). Various styles of network interaction will
be
considered,
including:
(1)
between
dual
(complementary) networks for each class (two per class),
(2) among redundant networks (many per class), (3) within
a lazy-trained multi-output network (one output per class).
Lazy training reduces overfitting in gradient descent
backpropagation training, increasing the probability of
discovering better solutions. Its advantages over standard
backpropagation have been demonstrated on a large real
world data set.
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